
 

everything is good in its season 

Approaching Vector Optics May News & Tips 

Sensible Programs for World Cup  
Off all the sports, the role of football is most attractive 

and amazing event. No occasion within the football 

world is bigger than the World Cup. 

During the long race, hormones will burst at the moment 

of goal. Screaming, beer, shopping, the fastest 3 ways 

to release these passions. 

 

During the group competition, all Vector Optics 

products will enjoy 15% off in eBay, Amazon & online 

retail store. Besides, fantastic hot deal is ready for 

AliExpress, that $30/$90/$180 reduction for order 

number ≥$199/$499/$899. 

Free, free, free. Specially designed gifts will be placed 

in each package during the world cup, no matter which 

store. 

 

But the extra coupons depend on your speed\(￣)￣*\)). 

 

Fast Accurate Target Acquisition 
Sporty Grimlock 1-6x24 riflescope is designed for fast 

accurate target acquisition. Tactical Compact Style, 

Special 1x Power for Two Eyes Open Shoot, Long Eye 

Relief, Wide Field of View, 30mm Monotube, Side 

Illumination. 

Input ‘vectoroptics’ when you settle in vectoroptics.com 

and bring Grimlock at $114.75. 

 

Standards for Steel Scope Rings 
High/medium/low profile steel weaver scope rings with 

30mm & 25.4mm (1 inch). If you are interested in 34 

and 35mm rings we can develop them for you. 

⚫ Quick release 

⚫ Steel construction 

⚫ High/medium/low profile steel 

⚫ 21mm weaver mount base 

It is planned to be reserved as quickly as time permits 

and is relied upon to be conveyed in July. 

 

 
Dragon Boat Festival 

The Dragon Boat Festival, commemorating the great 

poet Qu Yuan's Festival, has had a history of more than 

2,000 years. It is usually in June in the Solar calendar. 

China is a super big country, we have different 

traditions in different areas: 

⚫ Hanging Pictures of Zhong Kui 

⚫ Hanging Calamus and Moxa 

⚫ Dragon Boat Race (A boat like the picture below) 

⚫ The Culture of Zongzi 

⚫ Realgar Wine 

In one word, all of the activities are to protect themselves 

from evil and honor the poet Qu Yuan. 

And most important, we 'll have a three - day holiday. 

 

All suggestions, ideas, improvements are what we need! 

https://tacvectoroptics.aliexpress.com/store/701234
http://scvector.com/products/view/id/SCOC-13.html

